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Nature of the Research

Models have become the main tool used for assessing the significance of hydrologic and

water quality problems and for proposing and testing solutions to these problems. These models

may range in complexity from single, empirical equations to complex, continuous simulation

models. Models may be used to estimate a single design quantity such as the lO-year peak flow

for the design of a culvert. In this proposal, such a model is termed a single purpose model

because the model provides an estimate for a single quantity such as peak flow, runoff volume,

or sediment concentration. A model that simultaneously estimates several hydrologic quantities

is termed a multipurpose model. A multipurpose model might be used to estimate peak flow

rates, runoff volumes, and the total load and peak concentrations of water quality constituents

simultaneously.

Regardless of which particular model is used, a set of model parameters must be

estimated. Some models require the estimation of a single parameter, while others require the

estimation of a large set of parameters. Most modelers attempt to attach physical significance

to the parameters in their models. However, it is generally difficult to actually measure in the

field these physical parameters. Parameters are generally initially estimated by following

guidelines appropriate for the particular model and then adjusted to improve predictions for

specific watersheds. The parameter adjustment phase generally relies on some type of observed

data. Parameter adjustment is often termed model calibration.

Proper estimation of parameters for hydrologic models represents (i) one of the most

important aspects of using hydrologic models, (ii) one of the most difficult aspects of using

hydrologic models, and (iii) the aspect of using hydrologic models where misapplication is most
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prevalent. Users of single purpose hydrologic models have traditionally varied parameters either

on a trial and error basis or through some automatic calibration procedure to minimize error sum

of squares and maximize the correlation coefficient between observed and predicted results or

some other similar criterion.

When multiple model outputs are involved, multiple error sum of squares and multiple

correlation coefficients are available. A parameter set that is best with respect to one model

output may be suboptimal, in fact very inferior, with respect to a second model output. To this

point, user judgment has been the major criterion used to find the parameter set that was the best

for the joint estimation of several model outputs. Many times user judgment is very satisfactory

and in the case of an experienced user may be superior to any automatic calibration. The results

of this research will not be a replacement for user judgment but will provide the user with a

single numerical criterion to use as a basis for either manual or automatic parameter optimization

in the face of multiple model outputs.

This research provides a framework for parameter estimation and evaluation for

hydrologic models, including multipurpose models. This framework should help to improve user

skill in parameter estimation for hydrologic models. The results of the research are directly

applicable by those currently using hydrologic models in a design, regulatory, or operational

mode. The results also provide model developers and evaluators with a consistent and analytic

basis for parameter estimation. Thus, given a set of data and a hydrologic model, two users of

the model should obtain the same parameter estimates.
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Objective

The objective of the research is to develop improved procedures for estimating the

parameters of hydrologic models.

Related Research

Parameter estimation and calibration pose many difficulties. They are complicated by the

nonlinearity of the models, correlation among the parameters, the presence of threshold values

for the parameters, irregular response surfaces with long valleys, lack of suitable estimation

criteria, data errors, and the use of rainfall-runoff data for estimating certain parameters when

runoff may account for generally no more than 1/3 of a catchment's response to rainfall. It is

also common that the response surface may be relatively insensitive to certain model parameters

over a wide range of values for these parameters.

Troutman (1985) points out problems in model parameter estimation due to data errors

and the difficulty of defining an appropriate objective function to use when selecting the "best"

set of parameters. Jackson and Aron (1971) discuss these same problems in a somewhat more

descriptive manner.

Parameter estimation techniques may be divided into (I) a priori, (2) curve fitting, and

(3) combination methods (Kuczera 1982). The a priori method relies on measurable physical

characteristics to provide parameter estimates. The curve fitting procedure relies on finding a

parameter set that optimizes some fitting criteria between observed and predicted results. The

combination approach relies on both a priori information and curve fitting.
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Curve fitting approaches include trial and error calibration (manual adjustment of

parameters to obtain the best parameter set in the judgment of the modeler), least squares, method

of moments, and maximum likelihood (Kuczera 1982; Trouttnan 1982, 1985; Sorooshian et al.

1983; Sorooshian 1983; Beck and Arnold, 1977). The most commonly used analytic procedure

involves the minimization of the error sum of squares. Liou (1970) pioneered the use of such

an approach in an attempt to estimate a subset of the parameters for the Stanford Watershed

Model.

Kuczera (l983a) casts hydrologic models in a nonlinear regresslOn framework for

parameter estimation. After suitable transformations, using Bayesian procedures and following

Box and Tiao (1973), he derives the joint posterior probability density function for the model

parameters as

p('t.!g;A,K) 0< (a!Q)-(n-p )l2
(I)

where '1 is a vector of model parameters, .9. is a vector of responses, A and K are parameters of

a Box and Cox (1964) transformation, n is the number of data points, p is the order of the

autoregressive processes required to remove autocorrelation in the model residuals, and ~ is a

vector of random disturbances associated with the autoregressive model. Kuczera (l983a) then

takes the mode, ']", of this posterior distribution (equation I) as his estimates for the parameters.

The mode is found by minimizing aTa.

Kuczera (l983b) extends his work to incorporate additional information on parameters to

improve the precision of estimation of poorly defined parameters. He defines compatible data

as being data such that differences between their final parameter estimates are not statistically
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significant. For the model used in his study, he shows that model performance in terms of runoff

prediction can be improved when prior model parameter information derived from soil moisture

response is incorporated into the estimation procedure.

The approach of Kuczera (1983a, 1983b) is attractive from the standpoint that it

recognizes model parameters as random variables and derives their joint probability distribution

(equation I). This is congruous with a growing knowledge base on model parameter uncertainty

as reflected in many works published on the topic in the last several years (Sorooshian and

Dracup 1978; Wood 1978; Cooley 1983; Yeh 1986; Gupta and Sorooshian 1983; Tung and Mays

1981; Haan 1988).

Even with the advances that have been made in hydrologic model parameter specification,

the problem of parameter estimation for models with multiple outputs remains. To date, the vast

majority of the analytical work has been aimed at improving the prediction of a single quantity

such as peak flow, monthly runoff, sediment concentration or some other water quality parameter.

When predicting a single quantity, the specification of an objective function is straightforward,

even though satisfying the function may produce computational difficulties.

When a model is used to simultaneously predict more than one hydrologic quantity, the

specification of an objective function to use in parameter estimation becomes more difficult. It

is complicated by the fact that model parameters are correlated and prediction errors for the

various quantities of interest are correlated. Thus, a multivariate objective function that is a

weighted sum of univariate objective functions suitably standardized does not necessarily yield

good parameter estimates.
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Currently, the most common procedures for estimating parameter sets for multiple output

models rely on a combination of univariate optimization, manual parameter adjustment, and

multiple runs with the model. Often the results are highly dependent on the experience and skill

of the modeler. It is not uncommon to actually derive more than one set of "optimal" parameters

and to use one set to predict one class of model outputs and other sets to predict other classes

of outputs.

If the residuals are heteroscedastic and correlated, transformations must be found to

produce homoscedasticity and independence. After transformation, equation (1) becomes

(2)

where .s..cID. is analogous to V(el, except it is computed after applying the required

transformations. Equation (2) is seen to be analogous to equation (1). The best estimate of 1

is again taken as the mode '1n of the distribution defined by equation (2) and found by

minimizing IS(ell.

Methodology and Findings

This research was carried out in several phases with research papers and graduate student

theses and dissertations prepared on each phase. A complete list of publications is contained as

an appendix to this report. The study started with some investigations that demonstrated the

impact that data uncertainties can have on parameter estimates and how this uncertainty is

transferred directly to the hydrologic quantity or the design variable being estimated.
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Parameter Uncertainty and Infiltration

Infiltration is commonly estimated using the unsaturated flow equation and a model

describing the soil hydraulic properties. Average parameter values are used in the model

describing the soil hydraulic properties. In this research, the uncertainty or random variability

inherent in soil hydraulic data was described by fitting probability distributions to the parameters

of the Van Genuchten model describing soil water characteristic data. Infiltration calculated from

the unsaturated flow equation using average parameters in the Van Genuchten model was

compared to average infiltration based on the probabilistic behavior of the parameters.

Differences were found. A procedure for finding a single set of parameters that yield an

infiltration estimate similar to the estimate obtained considering the random variability in the

parameters was developed and tested. In general, this set of parameters was not equal to the

average parameter values. Three soils and a total of 168 soil cores were used in the analysis.

Parameter Uncertainty and Flood Storage Requirements

A simulation approach that accounted for the random variability of the SCS (Soil

Conservation Service) retention parameter, S, and 24-hour rainfall, R, was used to determine the

T-year flood storage height for reservoirs on small watersheds. A sample of flood storage heights

was simulated and a frequency analysis conducted to determine the T-year flood storage height

This storage was compared to the storage requirement based on the standard approach of using

the T-year rainfall and the average value for S. The standard approach was found to underpredict

the required storage when compared to the more realistic probabilistic approach. The degree of

underprediction was found to be a function of the average curve number with smaller curve
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numbers having the largest error. Correction factors for the curve numbers were developed that

make it possible to find the correct storage requirement based on the T-year rain and the

corrected curve number for this application. This work points to the need for considering

variability in all of the factors contributing to runoff, not simply rainfall probabilities, if an

accurate estimate of a return period design is required.

Data Errors and Parameter Estimation

Parameter uncertainty in hydrologic models is due, in part, to random errors in input data

used for calibration of the model. This work investigated the impact of various error distributions

associated with input data on the final estimated parameter values using three different estimation

criteria - least squares, maximum likelihood, and minimization of the sum of absolute errors.

Errors in precipitation data were found to introduce more uncertainty into parameter

estimates than errors in runoff data. Parameter uncertainty increased as the level of error

introduced into input data increased. Correlated errors in the input data greatly increased the

uncertainty associated with parameter estimates.

Influence of the Number of Years of Data Used in Parameter Estimation

The variability in parameter estimates for a hydrologic model as a function of the number

of years of data available for estimating the parameters was investigated. A 25-year record on

Spavinaw Creek in Oklahoma and Arkansas was divided into 25 I-year, 12 2-year, and 55-year

records. Each record was used for parameter estimation. Two objective functions, one based on

absolute errors and one based on error sum of squares, were used.
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Mean parameter values exhibited greater than expected variability, and variances in

estimated parameters did not decrease as expected as the number of years used for parameter

estimation increased from I to 5 years. One year was found to dominate estimated parameters

for any record length that included that particular year. Significant differences between parameter

values based on the two objective functions were found only for one parameter based on I-year

optimizations.

Multiobjective Parameter Estimation

A procedure for parameter estimation In multipurpose hydrologic models based on

multiobjective programming was developed. The procedure helps overcome a problem that often

occurs using traditional parameter estimation techniques--producing parameters that are good with

respect to one objective but poor in terms of other objectives. The proposed method was tested

using a precipitation runoff modeling system, PRMS (Leavesley, et al. 1983). The multiobjective

function used had three objectives for estimating four parameters. It is shown that substantial

improvement in parameter estimates can be obtained using the tested method.
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